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Figure 190 Panel #1 from the Dark Euphoria series (Goodwin, 2011b) 
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04 The Darkness 

 

It’s not dark yet, but it’s gettin’ there. 

 
- Bob Dylan, from the album Time Out of Mind, Columbia Records, August 25, 

1997 (Dylan, 1997) 
 

Most of the time we are not even aware of how close to violence we are, 
because we all grant concessions to avoid it. Like sailors smelling the breeze, we 
rarely contemplate how our surface world is propped up from below by 
darkness. 

 
- Julian Assange in his introduction to Cypherpunks: Freedom and the Future of 

the Internet published on cryptome.org (Assange, 2012). 

 
I feel that the balance between fiction and reality has changed significantly in 
the past decades. Increasingly their roles are reversed. We live in a world ruled 
by fictions of every kind – mass merchandizing, advertising, politics conducted as 
a branch of advertising, the pre-empting of any original response to experience 
by the television screen. We live inside an enormous novel. It is now less and 
less necessary for the writer to invent the fictional content of his novel. The 
fiction is already there. The writer's task is to invent the reality. 

 
- JG Ballard, writing in the introduction to the French edition of Crash (Ballard, 

1985, p. 8) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://cryptome.org/2012/12/assange-crypto-arms.htm
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04 :: 01 The Black Mirror 

 

The weirdest thing is that new Kinect can also track your heart rate. Yes, the sensor 
can track micro fluctuations of blood flow in your face, through the combination of 
the colour feed and the active IR. This will be useful for fitness games of course, but 
there's the potential here for use in survival horror games, ramping up the action if 
you're showing a fear response. In fact, the camera also reads facial expressions – it 
knows if you're smiling, frowning or looking surprised. All of this could be potential 
data for game designers.  
 

- Xbox One preview in the Guardian (K. Stuart, 2013) 

 
Digital technology is a filter that is going to modify perception by means of a 
generalized morphing, and this in real time … we are faced with the failure of the 
analogical in favour of calculation and numerology of the image. Every sensation is 
going to be digitized or digitalized. We are faced with the reconstruction of the 
phenomenology of perception according to the machine. The vision machine is not 
simply the camera that replaces Monet’s eye … now it’s a machine that’s 
reconstructing sensations pixel by pixel. 
 

- Paul Virilio in The Accident of Art (Virilio & Lotringer, 2005, p. 65)  

 

In the final section of this document I will interrogate the invisible – the background fabric of the 

digital. I will examine the properties of device technology, the simulated and the unspoken. I have 

discussed in some detail how the techno-cultural allure of the digital object is most acute in the 

mainstream narrative space 

of commercial art direction 

and advertorial story telling. 

Yet this allure is shadowed 

by a darker aesthetic 

tendency representative of 

inherent neo-gothic 

anxieties. While the liquid 

electric may lead back to the 

source of power, of life or of Figure 191 Promotional image from the series Black Mirrror (Brooker, 2011) 

 

http://www.guardian.co.uk/technology/2013/may/22/xbox-one-kinect-controller-hands-on
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intelligence, it is the darkness from which it springs that holds the key to interpreting the broader 

notion of the dark euphoric temperament.  

Charlie Brooker’s television series for Channel Four, Black Mirror (Brooker, 2011), in the 

United Kingdom articulates the moody uncertainty about devices and the intervention of data in a 

near future dystopia which for all appearances would seem a logical evolution of the present techno-

cultural narrative. The opening title sequence features a morphing graphic of scrambled characters 

in nostalgic DOS white on a black screen. The characters unravel like a convergence of Playstation 

controller buttons, streams of data in the Matrix, and cryptic symbols from the Alien series of films. 

The text eventually unscrambles to reveal the series title, Black Mirror, before the faux screen 

splinters and cracks. For smart phone owners the look is familiar, but this short sequence of iconic 

graphical symbols from high-end entertainment industry franchises is wonderfully representative of 

the mystery, darkness and futurism at the heart of the mobile technology. And while the smart 

phone is a convergent device designed to communicate, organise, store and distribute personal 

information it is also a bridge to the future. As William Gibson has noted, “The kids being born today 

will grow up finding the quaintest thing about the past was that people had these different devices 

that had discrete functions" (Gibson in Beers, 2007). Brooker’s series convincingly plays with the 

possibilities of what these rapidly evolving and relatively embryonic technological practices might 

present in a near-future dystopia. By taking the practice of personal video documentation – another 

smart phone feature – to  its extreme in the third episode in the series, ‘The Entire History of You’, 

devices such as mobile phone cameras and Google Glass-type technologies have been usurped by 

the “Grain” – a  video storage and playback device embedded beneath the skin behind a person’s 

ear. This device records everything a person sees directly from their vision. It allows them to replay, 

at various speeds, any point in their lives at any desired moment. The Grain can also wirelessly 

transmit onto screens in homes and offices so you can share replays, or “Redos”, of your lived 

experiences with others. And it is this concept of the Redo which is so profoundly disturbing. At first 

the ability seems like fun for those chance observations and once in a lifetime experiences, even 

helpful for those absent minded moments, “Where did I leave the car keys?” But it also has a sinister 

aspect. The Redo, is not just replay of memories, it is the act of reliving the first person experience, 

you are redoing life – a business meeting, a holiday, a sexual encounter, a lie ...66  

                                                            
66 The Grain also permits deletion. The script seems to suggest early on that the amount one deletes is a 
measure of one’s character and has some repercussions in the work place. In what appears to be a job 
promotion interview at the very start of the episode the principle character, Jonas, is asked whether or not HR 
would find anything “that would freak us out” or any “major deletions this last quarter” when doing a 
comprehensive Redo prior to taking up a new position.  Jonas replies that any deletions were “well within the 
parameters” (Brooker, 2011). 

http://www.channel4.com/programmes/black-mirror/
http://www.tumblr.com/tagged/cracked-screen
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In the first episode of the second 

series, ‘Be Right Back’, deceased loved ones 

can be re-assembled as cognisant avatars 

with whom friends, partners and relatives 

can interact with long after they are gone 

purely by rebuilding them with the “digital 

DNA” the dearly departed have left behind 

on their mobile devices and in the data 

patterns of their online behaviour. Leigh 

Edwards articulates the dark irony of this 

technological fantasy in her Boing Boing 

post, Black Mirror decodes our modern dread 

of technology: “You can’t help but be 

gripped with the unease of wondering how 

much the black mirrors know about you. If 

it’s enough to resurrect you, how much of 

your essence have you divested onto the 

infrastructure? Twitter and Facebook obsess 

us with ideas about “sharing” and 

socialization, but is that really your life “on 

there,” or a thin, troubling simulacrum?” 

(Alexander, 2013). 

Elsewhere the commercial 

advertising of screen based devices has 

evoked the black mirror as a wellspring for a 

techno-futurist darkness lurking within the device as well as possessing the potential to influence 

and manipulate the device’s environment. HTC fetishizes the liquid metal aesthetic with an abrasive 

combination of sound and image for a model of phone aptly named the Sensation (see Figure 192). 

Metal filings appear on a dark sheet of what appears to be glass, the filings are magnetised and they 

shudder and pulse to a foreboding electronic soundtrack rising and receding back into the polished 

black surface. They converge into a thick liquid–like substance – time shifting, space shifting – a 

purple-black ooze bubbling to the throbbing abrasive sound track which emanates from a large 

speaker cone. This becomes the product stage as the dark liquid substance eventually gives form and 

shape to the HTC Sensation. The advertisement is reminiscent of the Playstation 3 commercial, 

Figure 192 HTC Sensation (Mother, 2011b). 

Figure 193 PS3 "Fade To Black"(TBWA\Chiat\Day, 2007b). 

Figure 194 Sony Playstation TV Spot (TBWA\Chiat\Day, 2007c).  

 

 

    

   
 

http://youtu.be/Q8fsxWyb-Kk
http://youtu.be/93enj48C1QY
http://youtu.be/HXqaYYZt3ZI
http://youtu.be/Q8fsxWyb-Kk
http://youtu.be/93enj48C1QY
http://youtu.be/HXqaYYZt3ZI
http://youtu.be/Q8fsxWyb-Kk
http://youtu.be/93enj48C1QY
http://youtu.be/HXqaYYZt3ZI
http://youtu.be/Q8fsxWyb-Kk
http://youtu.be/93enj48C1QY
http://youtu.be/HXqaYYZt3ZI
http://youtu.be/Q8fsxWyb-Kk
http://youtu.be/93enj48C1QY
http://youtu.be/HXqaYYZt3ZI
http://youtu.be/Q8fsxWyb-Kk
http://youtu.be/93enj48C1QY
http://youtu.be/HXqaYYZt3ZI
http://youtu.be/Q8fsxWyb-Kk
http://youtu.be/93enj48C1QY
http://youtu.be/HXqaYYZt3ZI
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“Fade To Black”, which employs a similar visual motif of technological liquefaction. The clip opens in 

a white cube, a room, a research lab perhaps, stark fluorescent lighting, bare except for a black Sony 

Playstation sitting ominously on the white floor. A thick black ooze seeps from the device across the 

floor and up the walls before we begin to detect images in the liquid – video images, game 

sequences, football – the black ooze becoming the screen, becoming everything. In another 

variation of the same sequence of White Room adverts the Playstation is accompanied by the 

Playstation controller and a half a dozen large white eggs. The controller rises magically from the 

floor, the fanfare of the sound track tells us that magic is afoot, the controller, like a ringmaster, 

beckons the eggs across the floor before violently hurling them against the opposing wall, but 

instead of exploding the eggs transform into a murder of black crows materialising in full flight from 

the surface of the wall – “only on Playstaion 3” (TBWA\Chiat\Day, 2007a). In another series of 

commercials the Playstation morphs into a variety of objects to invoke the genres of gameplay 

available on the console. Here the magical properties of the gothic high–tech dreamscape - black 

plastic, polished metal, black mirrors - morph into fists, knives, canons, swords and claws. In another 

promotional image by Sony this proudly Japanese company invokes the horror of the past in the 

infamous “PS3 Mushroom Clowns” print advertisement to promote a forthcoming game available on 

the console (see Figure 195). The commercial’s tag line states: “one machine, limitless potential” 

Figure 195 PS3 Mushroom Clowns print advert (TBWA, 2008) 
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(TBWA, 2008) a tag line that could almost have 

been lifted from the script of Dr Strangelove 

(Kubrick, 1964). One can imagine General ‘Buck’ 

Turgidson muttering excitedly, cigar clenched in 

his square jaw, about the technology of the A–

Bomb: “one machine, limitless potential”. 

But what are we looking at here in these 

renderings of a dark synthetic amorphous origin? 

If the essence of the future – or some techno-

cultural truth – is present in the liquid electric of 

science fiction and commercial advertising, what 

is this comingling of metal, plastic, glass and 

dust? Does this dark liquid metal have its origins 

somewhere within the device, beyond the 

screen? If the universe is analogous to grains of 

sand on a beach, and sand the material of glass, 

then what do we understand of the potential 

endlessness of the black mirror? With the 

ubiquity of the device comes the ubiquity of the 

reflective properties of the glass, simulation as 

an infinite loop. So, is the darkness inherent in 

the techno-futurist device we clasp in our hands, 

or is it the user who feeds the darkness by 

association? 

Certainly the concept of “Conflict 

Minerals” has become an unwanted headline 

issue for component manufacturers and distributors of consumer electronics.  These metals, roundly 

referred to as the 3Ts (tantalum, tin and tungsten) are extracted from a group of three minerals: 

coltan, cassiterite and wolframite. The vast majority of these minerals are sourced from the 

primitive mining operations in the Democratic Republic of the Congo. The mining is done by hand, 

often by children, at gunpoint and under appalling working conditions. The horrific background 

narrative of these “dark metals” reached prominence in the late 2000s with a number of reports 

released by established news agencies, the United Nations and humanitarian organisations detailing 

 

 

Figure 196 Micahel Cramer's photographic essay on conflict 
minerals, Supply Chain (Craemer, 2011). The full series can 
be found on his website. 

 

http://markcraemer.com/supply-chain
http://markcraemer.com/supply-chain
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the humanitarian disaster backgrounding the quest for their acquisition.67 It wasn’t until 2008 when 

human rights groups and American law makers started questioning the ethics of sourcing such 

minerals from countries like the Congo that the practice gained widespread media attention. 

Regulatory progress was even slower. Not until July 2010 did the American government under 

President Obama enact the Dodd-Frank reform bill requiring publicly listed American companies to 

disclose the origin of the minerals used in their manufactured components especially those sourced 

from mines controlled by armed militia in and around the Congo.68 In a National Geographic 

investigation, The Price of Precious, from October 2013, journalist Jeffrey Gettleman and 

photographer Marcus Bleasdale observed the crisis first hand.69  Their account perfectly evokes the 

dark euphoria of the liquid metal narrative: 

 

In Nyabibwe all of the easy-to-reach cassiterite was dug up long ago, so today’s 
miners must bore deep into the mountain, using only hammers and shovels. 
Inside one tunnel, named Maternity, the mother tunnel, the walls were moist and 
slimy and narrower at each step. In the thick darkness there was no sense of up or 
down, just the drip, drip, drip of water and the faint sound of men singing from 
deep in the bowels of the Earth (Gettleman & Bleasdale, 2013). 
 

                                                            
67 The crisis in the Congo which backgrounds these mining operations and other forms of trade out of the east 
Congo has been ongoing in its current form since at least 1998, reports by the International Rescue Committee 
claim that 5.4 million people have perished as a result of this conflict since 1998. For detailed information see 
Congo Crisis at a Glance online. A ranking of companies in relation to their sourcing of conflict minerals can be 
found at the Raise Hope for Congo campaign page. 

68 The reform does not take effect until June 2014, is restricted to the United States and will have a phase-in 
period of a further two years. For more on the detail of the reform and the cost and complexity of 
implementing it see Robert Bowman’s Forbes article, “Companies Need to Step Up to Meet New Conflict-
Minerals Reporting Rule”. For corporate governance guidelines see the Deloitte site, Conflict Minerals: 
Understanding Compliance Challenges. 

69 See Marcus Bleasdale’s account of photographing in the mining towns of the Democratic Republic of the 
Congo and the power of visual imagery in this short profile video. 

   
 Figure 197 Conflict minerals (from left to right) Wolframite, Cassiterite and Coltan 

http://ngm.nationalgeographic.com/2013/10/conflict-minerals/gettleman-text
http://www.rescue.org/congo-crisis-glance
http://www.raisehopeforcongo.org/content/conflict-minerals-company-rankings
http://www.forbes.com/sites/robertbowman/2013/12/10/companies-need-to-step-up-to-meet-new-conflict-minerals-reporting-rule/
http://www.deloitte.com/view/en_US/us/Insights/centers/global-food-value-chain/dd6fc09d7a16c310VgnVCM2000003356f70aRCRD.htm
http://ngm.nationalgeographic.com/2013/10/conflict-minerals/bleasdale-video
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Compounding this dark device history is the suspect manufacturing and assemblage practices by 

component manufacturers working for companies such as Apple, Samsung and Dell. In 2012 it was 

discovered workers in Foxconn plants in China were enduring onerous conditions, suffering fatal 

injuries and succumbing to toxic chemicals, primarily n-hexane70 which has been known to cause 

permanent nerve damage and leukaemia. According to the New York Times, Foxconn is responsible 

for the assemblage and  manufacture of components for most popular electronic devices including 

“products for Sony, Panasonic, Samsung, Sharp, Asus, Hewlett–Packard, Dell, Intel, I.B.M., Lenovo, 

Microsoft, Motorola, Netgear, Nintendo, Nokia, Vizio, the Xbox, the PlayStation and the Amazon 

Kindle” (Pogue, 2012b).71 And while the production line of electronic device manufacturing may 

indeed be tainted by apparent negligence, under age workers and suspect practices,72 the narrative 

of dark metals does not conclude in the palm of the user’s hand or upon the user’s desktop but in 

                                                            
70 For more information on n-hexane see Samuel Gibbs’ article, “Apple Urged to Stop Using Harmful Chemicals 
in Its Factories” in The Guardian, March 13 2014 (Gibbs, 2014). 

71 See the original exposé by Times journalist David Pogue (Pogue, 2012a) and his follow–up post (Pogue, 
2012b) in which Pogue contextualises the ABC News Nightline program (ABC News, 2012) which painted a 
much more flattering – but somewhat compromised – view of the Foxconn operation. Further to this, an 
important look at the broader debate about work conditions, globalisation and electronics manufacturing can 
be found at the Economist and Model Behaviour websites.  

72 See Matt Warman’s article in UK’s Telegraph newspaper which details concerns by Foxconn workers over 
their health standards and working conditions, “‘iPhone workers’ beg Apple for better working conditions” 
(Warman, 2012). Tania Branigan at The Guardian conducted interviews with some of the affected workers in 
her article, “Chinese Workers link sickness to n-hexane and Apple iPhone screens”(Branigan, 2010). 

Figure 198 Workers assemble electronic components at Foxconn's factory in Shenzhen, China (Getty Images, 2012) 

 

http://www.theguardian.com/technology/2014/mar/12/apple-harmful-chemicals-factories-labour
http://www.nytimes.com/2012/01/26/business/ieconomy-apples-ipad-and-the-human-costs-for-workers-in-china.html
http://pogue.blogs.nytimes.com/2012/02/23/what-cameras-inside-foxconn-found/?_r=1
http://abcnews.go.com/watch/nightline/SH5584743/VD55173552/nightline-221-apples-chinese-factories-exclusive
http://www.economist.com/blogs/democracyinamerica/2012/02/foxconn-and-labour-laws
http://modeledbehavior.com/2012/02/23/taking-the-broader-perspective-on-foxconn/
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/technology/apple/9101362/iPhone-workers-beg-Apple-for-better-working-conditions.html
http://www.theguardian.com/world/2010/may/07/chinese-workers-sickness-hexane-apple-iphone
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Figure 199 Guiyu, China's Electronic Waste Village (Chung, 2009). 

 

 

their dustbin. In the Chinese city of Guiyu and in the Ghanian town of Agbogbloshie exist two of the 

largest e-waste dump sites on Earth. In these places of squalor, of poisoned air and metallic river 

beds the West’s electronic refuse is harvested for its dark metals by some of the most chronically 

poor and vulnerable people on the planet. In Guiyu, 80% of children have high levels of Lead in their 

blood and suffer symptoms from exposure to dust that carries particles of Lead, Copper, Nickel and 

Zinc.73 Guiyu supports an industry that is devoted to the extraction of precious metals from 

discarded electronic devices and appliances (see Figure 199). According to local authorities “the 

region dismantles 1.5 million pounds of junked computers, cell phones and other devices a year” 

(Chung, 2009). In this town of some 5,500 businesses mostly comprised of family workshops, 

peasant workers “heat circuit boards over coal fires to recover lead, while others use acid to burn off 

bits of gold. According to reports from nearby Shantou University, Guiyu has the highest level of 

cancer-causing dioxins in the world and elevated rates of miscarriages. ‘You see women sitting by 

the fireplace burning laptop adapters, with rivers of ash pouring out of houses,’ says Jim Puckett, 

founder of Basel Action Network (BAN), an e-waste watchdog” (Walsh, 2009).74  

In Agbogbloshie, a former wetland in Ghana inhabited by 40,000 immigrants and known to 

locals as “Sodom and Gomorrah”, the e-waste arrives in shipping containers labelled “development 

                                                            
73 For a detailed study into the scientific assessment of data taken from the Guiyu township see “Heavy Metals 
Concentrations of Surface Dust from e-Waste Recycling and Its Human Health Implications in Southeast China” 
article in Environmental, Science and Technology (Leung, Duzgoren-Aydin, Cheung, & Wong, 2008, p. 2674). 
 
74 For more on the Basel Action Network see their comprehensive research report on Guiyu and their 
disturbing 2002 mini-documentary, Exporting Harm that accompanies the report. For an update on current 
state of e-waste dumping in China see Stephanie Tso’s 2013 article, ”How E-Waste Recycling Has Made China 
Our Backyard Dumping Ground” in the Journal of Law & Policy (Tso, 2013, p. 205). 

http://www.aseanenvironment.info/Abstract/41017042.pdf
http://www.ban.org/E-waste/technotrashfinalcomp.pdf
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yDSWGV3jGek
http://law.wustl.edu/journal/41/UpgradingOurElectronicsandDowngradingTheirEnvironmentHowE-WasteRecyclingHasMadeChinaOurBackyardDumpingGround.pdf
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aid” or “second-hand products”. 

Here in this place children as 

young as seven can earn as much 

as $2.50 a day by extracting 

metals from televisions, 

computers, refrigerators and 

other electronic equipment by 

bashing them with rocks. Here old 

computer monitors are used to 

make step bridges across the 

black waters of the river Odaw 

(see Figure 200). Here men in 

their twenties are dying from 

cancer while others suffer from “a 

range of debilitating injuries such 

as burns, untreated wounds and 

eye damage. They are also struck 

down with chronic nausea, 

anorexia, respiratory issues and 

severe headaches” (McElvaney, 

2014). They twitch, they shake 

and they tremble from the 

inhalation of burning plastics and 

insulation foam. As one boy Idriss 

Zakarias remarked, “What you do 

to get money, is what kills you.” Photographer Kevin McElvaney spent four days in Agbogbloshie 

documenting the waste dump and its inhabitants, hundreds of which were children, “If you stand 

next to them you can see that some have red eyes, shake themselves all the time, cannot 

concentrate, scratch themselves and seem restless” (McElvaney, 2014).  

Undeterred by such criticisms R&D divisions at large corporations such as Apple, Microsoft 

and Intel and government funded departments like NASA and DARPA continue the quest to deliver 

the promise of a liquid ambient future. In 2010, Apple Corporation signed an exclusive licensing deal 

to commercialise a substance called Liquid Metal, developed in a research partnership between The 

California Institute of Technology, The United States Department of Defence and NASA. Apple has 

Figure 200 Discareded computer monitors and televisions are used to 
construct a makeshift path across the murky wetlands in Agbogbloshie, 
Ghana. 

 
Figure 201 A worker lights a fire using foam insulation from a refrigerator in 
Agbogbloshie, Ghana (McElvaney, 2014). 
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since filed extensive patents on numerous applications for the combination amorphous alloy for the 

manufacture of flexible yet highly durable devices and equipment such as cell phones, tablets and 

watches.75 The unique properties of the substance allow it to join with other hard substances such as 

glass, steel and ceramics. The alloy is already being used for surgical scalpels, in the tips of armour 

piercing bullets, drill bits for oil rigs and NASA has put it to use in space (Herrman, 2013). Is this the 

preferred alloy of a future device with designs on both malleability and infinitude? Is this a 

permanent fixed address for the interface between us and our avatars and our data node on the 

network? After all, liquid metal is malleable yet rigid enough to form an “enduring bond”, it has a 

solid metallic permanence we cannot emulate, the black mirror with a future built on the promise of 

forever. Are we really ready for a “life companion” as Samsung has suggested? In its most simple 

representation however it strongly resembles the light on dark aesthetic: the lusty chrome–like 

surface alloy that tidily conceals the wolframite, cassiterite and coltran within. 

The parable of liquid metal or similarly alien often cognisant and always superior liquid–like 

substance, has a deep history in a variety of disciplines. Evidence of its ubiquitous presence abounds, 

from the silicon substrates inside our computers and communication devices, to the drugs, vaccines 

and plasma materials we inject into our bodies for our pleasure and our survival, to the very 

beginnings of the universe via the quark–gluon plasma  aka “the perfect liquid”  in the exotic soup 

which constituted the universe nanoseconds after the Big Bang (Mihai, 2011). There has always been 

something foreign, intelligent and operative within us that is from – or reminiscent of – a liquid 

ambient history. In visual culture this relationship has been articulated through a range of media 

that play to our most primal fears. The cinematic origins of a sinister liquid with chameleon–like 

properties is the most obvious: beginning with the 1958 kitsch classic The Blob (Yeaworth Jr., 1958), 

to a more  convincing appearance in The Abyss (Cameron, 1989), to perhaps the most 

technologically profound articulation in Terminator 2: Judgement Day (Cameron, 1991). Even the 

climactic sequence of Star Wars: Episode III – Revenge of the Sith (Lucas, 2005) can be seen as an 

origin story for the birth of not only the darkness that finally engulfs Anakin Skywalker, but the 

bubbling volcanic earth is the liquid from which he is born anew. Science Fiction cinema’s pre–

eminent villain Darth Vader was recast from the immense heat and pressure of molten rock, surely 

liquid metal’s most fantastic creation.  

Environmental manifestations of dark liquid are also present in broadcast media: the oil slick 

in the Gulf of Mexico, the red aluminium toxic sludge in Hungary, algae blooms on the Barrier Reef, 

                                                            
75 For more detail on the Apple patents see both Mac Daily News (Hamilton & Snyder, 2013) and Patently 
Apple, (Herrman, 2013) the latter also has a video clip from Omega about their implementation of liquid metal 
and ceramics in their products. More product details and applications produced by Liquidmetal Technologies 
can be found on their company website. 

http://www.zmescience.com/science/physics/quark-gluon-plasma-lhc-26052011/
http://macdailynews.com/2013/04/27/fascinating-liquidmetal-patent-from-apple-surfaces-in-europe/
http://www.patentlyapple.com/patently-apple/2013/04/a-fascinating-liquidmetal-patent-from-apple-surfaces-in-europe.html
http://www.patentlyapple.com/patently-apple/2013/04/a-fascinating-liquidmetal-patent-from-apple-surfaces-in-europe.html
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=95eXmzVieXQ
http://036bab2.netsolhost.com/wordpress1/
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the North Pacific Subtropical Gyre and the leaking cooling pools of the Fukishima nuclear reactor. 

There is something very disconcerting about a liquid – especially a liquid that has become unhinged 

from a prescribed space and purpose. The anxiety of millennial technoculture can be found in liquid 

technologies – and the liquid accidents – of our recent collective past. These dark water properties – 

of past perils, of fictions and histories – feed our innate suspicion of the techno-cultural narrative’s 

more apocalyptic tendencies. The menacing narrative of the dark liquid is certainly present in our 

contemporary notions of water – especially masses of water - as we reluctantly begin to 

acknowledge the most destructive liquid of them all: the rising sea.76  

In the fibres of the network, nuclear annihilation sits ominously alongside the growing clutter of 

other equally opaque yet suitably apocalyptic distractions – global terror, religious fundamentalism, 

and environmental collapse being the dominant background pathologies of the new millennium. 

While this thesis is not an examination of the end as a social or political invention, as it is for Žižek 

and his contemporary Evan Calder Williams, the end of the capitalist ideal of course hangs heavy in 

                                                            
76 There are two dominant narratives of climate change data seen by most as valid yardsticks of how bad 
environmental conditions are and how bad things may get: temperature and ocean levels. These of course are 
linked and the mapping of these two indicators has been fairly consistent to date pointing to a steady increase 
in both. As political scientist Nafeez Mosaddeq Ahmed has noted: “Many scientists concede that without 
drastic emissions reductions by 2020, we are on the path toward a 4C rise as early as mid-century, with 
catastrophic consequences, including the loss of the world’s coral reefs; the disappearance of major mountain 
glaciers; the total loss of the Arctic summer sea-ice, most of the Greenland ice-sheet and the break-up of West 
Antarctica; acidification and overheating of the oceans; the collapse of the Amazon rainforest; and the loss of 
Arctic permafrost; to name just a few. Each of these ecosystem collapses could trigger an out-of-control 
runaway warming process. Worse, scientists at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory and the University of 
California at Berkeley now project that we are actually on course to reach global temperatures of up to 8C 
within 90 years” (Ahmed, 2010). 

 

Figure 202 Anakin Skywalker becomes Darth Vader in George Lucas' final prequel, Star Wars Episode III: Revenge of the Sith 
(Lucas, 2005) 

 

http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/14834318/
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/earth/earthnews/6236690/Met-Office-catastrophic-climate-change-could-happen-with-50-years.html
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2006/05/060522151248.htm
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2006/05/060522151248.htm
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the atmosphere in which this 

analysis occurs.77 In simple terms 

this could be seen as perhaps a 

collective consequence of the 

millennial transition from techno-

cultural simulation to the neo-

gothic reality of the dark euphoric 

turn.78  

In this context then the 

notion of the allegory, as Fredric 

Jameson sees it, is a useful tool to 

unpack and express the condition 

of the contemporary aesthetic of 

digital media. At a time when 

notions of digitisation, the virtual 

and the avatar present us with 

questions pertaining to our own 

identity and  our own presence in 

the world the underlying anxieties 

of the techno–futurist narrative 

becomes all the more evident. For 

“allegory is precisely the dominant 

mode of expression of a world in 

which things have been for 

whatever reason utterly sundered 

from meanings, from spirit, from 

genuine human existence” 

                                                            
77 For an in-depth socio-political account of the atmosphere as it were, Mark Fisher’s Capitalist Realism (Fisher, 
2009), Evan Calder Williams Combined and Uneven Apocalypse (E. C. Williams, 2011), Peter Sloterdijk’s Terror 
From the Air (Sloterdijk, 2009) and Vincent Mosco’s Digital Sublime (Mosco, 2004). 

78 2011 bore witness to several socio-political upheavals which background the writing of this text and are 
inextricably linked to notions of the network and the question of progressive and stable governance, 
principally the UK riots, the Occupy Movement and the rise of the Arab Spring. And while these do feed into a 
strong anti–capitalist/anti-dictatorial narrative thread what they also emphasise is the allegory of technology 
as active participant in social change. Here the network is an enabling technology and revolution is a visual 
mediated event. For more on this see Slavoj Žižek’s The Year of Dreaming Dangerously (Žižek, 2012). 

Figure 203 Darvasa Crater, Turkmenistan (Hannes , Hoogte , & Redux, 
2012).

Figure 204 Guatemala sink hole (Raquec, 2010).

Figure 205 A hole in the ice of Lake Chebarkul from the main mass of the 
Chelyabinsk meteor (Kalinin, 2013). 
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(Jameson, 1971). Powerful evocative images have performed the function of allegory in a variety of 

media in recent history all of which examine these questions albeit with the added layer of mediated 

optics and networked repetition. Grand narrative constructs of widescreen nuclear annihilation, 

close–up examinations of malnutrition and the random black and white chaos of Vietnam reportage 

have been replaced by allegorical snapshots: the plastic shopping bag sequence in American Beauty 

(See Figure 74 on page 86); the smoking skeletal remnants of the iron framework of the World Trade 

Centre in New York (See Figure 233 on page 234); the Abu–Ghraib image used in the iRaq poster by 

Copper Greene (See Figure  174 on page 179); the CCTV footage of a crazed Tomohiro Kato buying 

the knives he would use in his Akihabara stabbing spree (see Figure 207); the crater from the 

Chelyabinsk meteor strike in Russia; Guatemala’s seemingly bottomless urban sink holes and the 

inextinguishable 40 year fire in the gas crater in Turkmenistan (See Figure 203 on page 209). Like the 

dark liquid objects before them, in isolation these image documents have considerable narrative 

power as strong visual textures of a specific time and place in history. Yet together, in repetition and 

in their reproducibility, they signify something deeper – a profound tapestry of absence. It is a 

tension that exists in the duality that the experience of loss engenders: from both the past in which 

something lost cannot be recovered and the future in which something promised cannot be 

touched.  

Žižek in his discussion on 

Heidegger’s On the Question of 

Technology, places this tension 

squarely at the point of our 

fatalist digital moment, “What if 

both the utopia – the perverted 

dream of the passage from 

hardware to software of a 

subjectivity floating freely 

between different embodiments 

– and the dystopia – the 

nightmare of humans voluntarily 

transforming themselves into 

programmed beings – are just the 

positive and the negative of the 

same ideological fantasy? What if 

it is only and precisely this 

Figure 206 CCTV footage of Tomohiro Kato, Tokyo Japan (Reuters, 2008). 

Figure 207 Tomohiro Kato being arrested on live television (Kyodo News, 
2008). 
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technological prospect that fully confronts us with the most radical dimension of our finitude?” 

(Žižek, 2006) Certainly, the restructuring of the communist/capitalist narrative via the “New World 

Order” which Baudrillard wrote of so extensively provides an overarching diffusion of what such 

forces mean in a global and local context but they are more of a distraction than just the causal 

effect of the techno–futurist narrative. The “weak event” that Baudrillard refers to in his 1989 essay 

is the fall of the Berlin Wall. And while this may historically represent the end of the communist 

state as a global force it also represents – in aesthetic terms – the beginning of the end of the West’s 

“us and them” world view of global power structures. Fred Kaplan writing in Slate magazine 

emphasises the significance of the fall of the Berlin Wall and the political paradigm shift this created: 

 

No one country can shape the world the way it once did, because the world has 
grown less malleable. The turning point, in this regard, wasn’t 9/11 but 11/9—
Nov. 9, 1989, the date the Berlin Wall fell, followed soon after by the collapse of 
the Soviet Union and, with it, the Cold War. The Cold War was a time of dread, 
but it was also the dominant feature of global politics since the end of World War 
II. It set the alliances, rules, and measures of power that fostered and fed 
America’s rise (Kaplan, 2014). 

 

The Wall’s fall in turn had a broad range of knock-on effects through culture as the world 

now free from Cold War uncertainties and epic dangers opened up as a seemingly more stable, 

prosperous and better understood place. Yet it was in fact the opposite of this, it became quite 

obvious that the world was suddenly less stable, more complex and was pursuing a techno-futurist 

trajectory even less certain.79 In this new dynamic space, linearity gives way to rhizomatic 

information, the exclusive academic pastures of the DARPA web give way to a loose configuration of 

public and commercial networks, the first age of electronic media gives way to grunge and Ray Gun 

magazine  1992 , U2’s American tribute Rattle & Hum (1987) becomes their Berlin future-scape 

Achtung Baby (1991) (see Figure 209) and the approaching turn of the century becomes the 

countdown to an uncertain technologically infused future. In the decade and a half since the 

                                                            
79 In the early 1990s the Balkan conflict escalated dramatically as the crumbling of the Soviet Bloc gave way to 
long simmering political and cultural tensions in Eastern Europe. Wars continued throughout the 1990s most 
notably in Chechnya and Kosovo and the less visible conflicts across Africa, namely the Sierra Leone, Somalia, 
the Congo and Ethiopia. The increasing disparity between race, geography and income - those included in the 
global narrative and those who were not - flared up on the streets of Los Angeles with the Rodney King Riots of 
1992 and again later in the decade at the WTO protests in Seattle in 1999 providing startling video footage of 
post-Cold War America to the world. Moreover America seemed at war with itself with images of tanks and 
soldiers filling the nightly news during the coverage of the siege in Waco  Texas in 1993 and the dramatic 
escalation of the War On Drugs which saw the quadrupling of incarceration rates from 50,000 in 1980 to 
400,000 in 1997 (Drug Policy Alliance, 2014). Bombings at the World Trade Center in 1993 and in Oklahoma 
City in 1995 and the shooting at Columbine High School in 1999 added to the impression that the absence of a 
dominant narrative sans Cold War was having a profound effect on American domestic stability and the myth 
of security of a globalised “new world order”.  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ray_Gun_%28magazine%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rattle_and_Hum
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Achtung_Baby
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Breakup_of_Yugoslavia
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/First_Chechen_War
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sierra_Leone_Civil_War
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Somali_Civil_War
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/First_Congo_War
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eritrean%E2%80%93Ethiopian_War
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1992_Los_Angeles_riots
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1999_Seattle_WTO_protests
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Waco_siege
http://www.drugpolicy.org/new-solutions-drug-policy/brief-history-drug-war
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_Trade_Center#February_26.2C_1993_bombing
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oklahoma_City_Bombing
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oklahoma_City_Bombing
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Columbine_High_School_massacre
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millennia clocked on this period of intense transition has demonstrated a strong historical and 

aesthetic loop back to the Futurist manifestos of an 

earlier time and the imagery it conjures – both in 

their subject matter and the method of their 

making - signals a distinct break from the past. Yet 

where Modernity, as described by Paul de Man, 

must “sever” itself from the past to understand its 

future, Modernity is essentially a contradictory 

experience that “makes the past irrevocable and 

unforgettable because it is inseparable from any 

past and future” (De Man & Godzich, 1983). This 

paradox has been brought into even sharper focus 

with the accumulation of the cultural archive that 

is the World Wide Web and its associated network 

operations. A data space where history can be 

annotated, challenged, reorganised, redrawn or 

rejected; an ideological database rather than a 

historical dustbin.   

While the lessons of history do in fact 

become weak, transient or even unfashionable the 

network as living digital archive essentially 

becomes an unregulated simulation of events past 

and present. As this simulation weaves through the 

blizzard of detritus data on the network it picks up 

the emotions, prejudices and characteristics of the 

user, and in the context of this discussion, pulls 

into startling relief the permutations of digital 

culture’s associated fears and anxieties. The close out of the 20th century becomes a data space, a 

presence. To return to Kim Stanley-Robinson’s observation of technology’s increasing omnipresence, 

it would certainly appear that “we live in a world so intensely structured by science and technology 

that we can’t get out of it” (K. S. Robinson, 2009). And while the techno–futurist’s dominant 

narrative is of order and logic – like corporate branding, like a World’s Fair, like a software interface, 

like an iPod – there also exists an underlying sense of chaos and uncertainty and of what Robinson 

refers to as the “anticipated strangeness” of things. This is replicated in the systems and cyber 

Figure 208 Ray Gun magazine, first issue released 
November 1992 (Carson & Jarrett, 1992) 

Figure 209 Achtung Baby, released November 18 1991 
(U2, 1991)  
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culture ideologies built into the ecological metaphor of the network in the media at least substituted 

for any real understanding of the network. This was also done for symbolic effect but also to 

legitimise the peculiarities of the techno-cultural narrative as the natural order of things especially 

when that order starts to fall apart.80  

Using nature and organic metaphors to describe the processes and systems of a machine has 

numerous consequences especially if this metaphor is then used to map those technologies back on 

to the user via the devices and machines they inhabit. These ecological metaphors and allegories – 

the  web portal is an “organism”, the system is “alive”, the software “adapts”, the meme is “viral”, 

the network is an “ecosystem”, etc – have been increasingly employed to describe the advancement 

of communication technologies and network operations. This language defines a definitive new 

direction for the techno-cultural narrative, one that has a more profound resonance deep within 

evolutionary history. Therefore “what we would normally conceive as specific and isolated 

technologies are participants in a broader natural and cultural flow in a ‘machinic’ dimension” 

(Murphie & Potts, 2003). Taken to its logical end, users then become part of the machine. The 

machine, built on ecological principles, becomes not companion but replicant. The machine 

becomes us; we become the machine, bound together reflections in the network. As George Dyson 

relates in a 2003 interview with the Institute for the Unstable Media in Rotterdam:  

 
The present global network includes both processors (computers, routers, servers 
etc) and the web of connections between those nodes. Are human beings nodes 
connected by computers or are computers nodes connected to human beings? Is 
it human beings feeding the network (with information and resources) or is it the 
network that’s feeding us? Both. Individual computers are only simple, primitive 
ecosystems, but collectively they are rich and complex. The code permeating this 
ecosystem is rapidly becoming multicellular; codes are proliferating (and 
competing) across the network by running on many processors at once. The age 
of metazoan digital processes has just begun (G. Dyson, 2003). 

 

                                                            
80  utz Dammbeck’s critique The Net: The Unabomber, LSD and The Internet (Dammbeck, 2003) and Adam 
Curtis’ two BBC television series from 2007 and 2011 are illuminating parables for gaining an understanding of 
the ecological perspective of systems thinking as drawn up by the cyberneticists and repackaged by the 
counter culturists of the 1960s. In one episode of the series ‘The Trap: Fuck You Buddy’, Adam Curtis plots the 
rise of game theory unpacking and setting in motion a sequence of ideological constructions which find their 
ultimate conclusion in the design of government policy design in Tony Blair’s “New/Cool Britainnia” (Curtis, 
2007). While the emergence of ecology as a system’s theory was co–opted by the counter cultural movement 
and later by the Silicon Valley digerati, Curtis finds a chilling subtext to this evangelism in contemporary society 
in the series All Watched Over by Machines of Loving Grace (Curtis, 2011). Coupled with Dammbeck’s critique 
these documentaries are instructive documents which use found media, filmed screens of screens and archival 
footage to forge the links between cybernetics, ecology and the evolution of the computer and network 
society in the last decades of the 20th century.  
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This new eco–order of the 

network and the user’s place in the 

symbiotic exchange echoes the systems 

thinking and cybernetic theories 

outlined in the early texts of Norbert 

Weiner and Buckminster Fuller and the 

work of the Macy Group and second 

order cyberneticist Heinz von Forester 

in the 1950s.81 Cybernetics and systems 

theory were championed by the avant-

garde and the counter culture 

movement of the 1960s as the arts and 

a new bohemian left collided with a 

broader call for individual freedoms, 

human rights and ultimately the 

emergence of the environmental 

movement. From the writing of Fuller in 

particular, the musical explorations of 

John Cage, the expanded cinema 

environments facilitated by John 

Brockman, the symbiosis of NASA’s 

Earthrise image and the publication of 

Stewart Brand’s Whole Earth Catalogue, 

the link between human freedoms and 

societal change were forever linked 

henceforth to the notion of the 

ecosystem.82 Systems thinking was a 

useful metaphor for the bourgeoning 

                                                            
81 There is little published material on the early meetings of the Macy Group as initially there was no official 
documentation of proceedings. There are a few historical records of the early Macy Conferences on the web 
including the American Society for Cybernetics (American Society for Cybernetics, 2013), while Steve Heim’s 
1991 text The Cybernetics Group continues to be the default historical record covering this period. (Heims, 
1991). 

82 For a verbal history of the emergence of network aesthetics, media arts and cybernetics see interviews 
overleaf with John Brockman, Stuart Brand and Heinz Von Foerster in The Net: LSD, the Unabomber & the 
Internet (Dammbeck, 2003). 

Figure 210 The Net (Winkler, 1995) 

Figure 211 Hackers (Softley, 1995) 

Figure 212 Johnny Mnemonic (Longo, 1995) 

 

http://www.asc-cybernetics.org/foundations/history/MacySummary.htm#Part1
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network technology of the time and the collaborative arts and sciences as antithesis to the dualism 

of the contemporary Cold War social order. It therefore emphasises the power of the liquid electric 

metaphor in communicating technological processes and the use of rare metals in technological 

invention as profoundly organic acts that appeal to both the light and dark motivations in human 

technological endeavour. 

The current end-game of the ecological representation of machine technology is the rise of a 

new hyper–ecology of the network. Built on an evolving narrative of techno–futurist conditioning 

this machine-ecology is in many respects playing itself out as the dominant meta–myth of the new 

millennia. And within this moment the 

dichotomy of the transitional axis 

becomes apparent as we transition 

from machine simulation to the 

ecological metaphor, from the 

cheerleading of domestic “white 

goods” to the menace of the dark 

metal substrate of the black mirror 

device. As the iUser moves away from 

the cyberneticist’s promise of an open 

ended non–hierarchal societal system 

gothic high–tech begins its ominous 

ascent. The dominant temperament 

becomes anxious, suspicious yet 

disengaged. Network ecology 

becomes a brand, it produces nothing 

but dubious products; a synthetic 

Utopia. Instead, flanked by a military 

design aesthetic, panopticon skies and 

an endless state of future–failure the 

neo–gothic condition presents a 

convincing yet precarious mode of 

reality. Media artist Toni Dimitrov 

observes that this failure of vision and 

of imagination is a precursor to a 

more totalising anxiety about 

 

 

Figure 213 Interviews with John Brockman, Stuart Brand and Heinz Von 
Foerster from The Net: LSD, the Unabomber & the Internet (Dammbeck, 
2003). 
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technology, systems and their manipulation by others:  

 
Everything that is presented to us as a system that aims to ease our life, is not 
actually quite so. Take for instance, science and technology, and their goal to 
“work” for the benefit of humanity. It is not just that they do not seem to make 
life easier, but on the contrary their usage is harmful for humanity. Exactly from 
the moment when the greatest hopes were given to technology, science and the 
great theories, they seem to have failed to fulfil the expectations. Instead of being 
tools for achieving the ideals of humanity and attaining prosperity, they are 
becoming the most powerful tools of the system for establishing new forms of 
power and domination (Aleksovski, 2011).  
 

The totalitarian use of media technology or more specifically image production tools by 

government and by corporation alike has emerged as the dominant gothic trope in mainstream 

popular culture. Couple this with the wider social, political and economic relativism of the closing 

years of new millennia’s first decade and it is easy to see how notions of truth and representations 

of the real have been reduced significantly within a communication network that is transitioning 

between nature and machine and back again. This reductionism would appear to have reached its 

apex in the wider mistrust in technological progress that seems to have beset informed political 

debate where scientific reason has been marginalised for market based imperatives and/or political 

expediency. Paul Virilio suggests this is explicitly linked to techno evangelism – “science has become 

techno–science, it sells products” (Virilio & Lotringer, 2005). In one sense science becomes weak 

when confronted by political debate and economic rationalism because despite statistics, despite 

complex simulations and despite a dearth of evidence, science cannot seem to author a universal 

calamity such as climate change into reality. On the other hand, science has become a part of a 

separate more powerful narrative, in the highly competitive territory of advertising space. As 

Dimitrov observes, “It is Virilio that warned us that almost every critique toward the technology 

disappeared and that we unconsciously accept every innovation without critical view of its 

consequences, by which we slip in the dogmatism of totalitarian technoculture” (Virilio & Lotringer, 

2005).   

The gothic high-tech fear is based on the anxiety of the unknown – the technological 

unknown. The impulse to explore, test, deconstruct and articulate this fear has leeched out across 

the broadcast loop of contemporary cinema, surfaced in data visualisation techniques of science and 

commerce, manifested in the properties and subtext of digital illustration and animation and, 

perhaps most ironically, in the promotion of an all seeing, all encompassing all serving consumer 

electronics lifestyle via big media advertorials and the corporate identity design of Silicon Valley’s 

software and gadget pioneers. And so here lies the uncertainty embedded in the techno–futurist 

mantra: uncertainty related to the boundaries between the network and the end user, a mistrust for 
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the invisible and the visible operations of the machine and perhaps, most crucially, a genuine anxiety 

for how we might shift direction if we are indeed falling, as Bruce Sterling has described, into the 

unknown at velocity. Virilio notes that the deeper trauma of the technological accident is often 

hidden within the mediated spectacle of the accident:  

 
Overexposure is the live broadcast, it is real–time replacing the past, present and 
future. A society that heedlessly privileges the present necessarily privileges the 
accident… So somewhere the end of the future and the end of the past, in our 
societies of immediacy, of ubiquity, of instantaneity, are necessarily the advent of 
the accident (Virilio & Lotringer, 2005, p. 109). 

 

As Virilio suggests, this spectacle is authored by the mass media but also by devices and the 

network. We have become stranded somewhere at the “end of the future and the end of the past” 

hands on the wheel as the catastrophe hurtles up from the ground below triggering our instruments, 

lighting up the dashboard but leaving us squinting through the grime and the dust and the bird shit. 

We are seated. Locked in and logged on. A vulnerable perilous existence. As Donna Harraway 

cautions, “our machines are disturbingly lively, and we ourselves frighteningly inert” (Harraway, 

1990, p. 152). Inert, foetus like, in a capsule travelling at unnatural speed. And so, steadily over a 

century, the future has gradually receded from view, slipped from our grip, to be authored by the 

machine. Have we succumbed then to the darker substance in the techno-cultural narrative by a 

forced narrowing of our futurist perspective? Is this the reductionism of vision, the tightening of our 

field of view, the ultimate lowering of the horizon line?  

 

///// 

 

I have illustrated in previous chapters how this came to be through humankind’s gradual retreat from 

the stars as NASA retired the Space Shuttle fleet and the space race became a blatantly commercial 

and military pursuit. In this new realm of space dreaming science melded into fiction and military 

enterprise became the new technological utopia of machine vision. The trick was not to go there but 

to simulate the act of having been there. The quest to see nature’s sub-atomic fabric – to see the 

invisible was machine vision’s most fantastic creation. 

The reduction of the horizon line manifested itself in an increasing paranoia of the falling 

skies, not as 20th Century atomic fantasy, but as a very real and very present threat of climate 

change, falling planes, satellite surveillance, and rogue asteroids.  The following chapter will take this 

idea further by illustrating the link between the Futurist’s fancy for manned flight and vertiginous 

space and the cultural artefacts of contemporary cinema and media arts production. With countless 
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symbolic imprints of the events of September 11 surfacing in the years that followed gothic high-

tech’s penultimate act the perceptual shift of our point of view from the skies to the ground below 

was complete. I will examine how the great turning away from the skies continues to have a very 

strong presence in popular culture. The neo-gothic anxiety that it engenders appears across a range 

of media and ultimately in the documentation and archiving of history itself. From super heroes to 

pornography to Don Draper, the flirtation with great heights has a deep heritage in recent techno-

cultural narratives. While the dark euphoric fall back to Earth – as foretold by the 20th Century, as 

described by Bruce Sterling, as felt by Steve Jobs, and as witnessed on September 11 – is the new 

millennia’s ultimate end game. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


